
If you cannot operate with the remote control

You can adjust the water pressure to one of 
five levels. ("+" : Stronger, "-" : Softer)
When you press the flush button, the 
pressure returns to the default setting (pressure setting 3).

When you press this button, the wand moves 
back and forth to wash you thoroughly.

When flushing or opening/closing the toilet lid/seat 
with the remote control

Function that operate when a button is 
pressed during “REAR CLEANSING”, 
“REAR SOFT”, “FRONT CLEANSING” 
or “WIDE”.

[PRESSURE]

[OSCILLATING]
When you press this button, the wand cleanses 
with pulsation.

[PULSATING]

[POSITION]
You can adjust the position to one of five 
positions.
(“▲” : Moves to the front, “▼” : Moves to the rear)
When you press the flush button, the position 
returns to the default position (position setting 3).

Basic Operations

Flush

Opening and
closing

Cleansing

Drying

Stopping

[DRYER] : Dries your front and/or rear.

[FULL FLUSH] : Perform a full flush.

[LIGHT FLUSH] : Perform a light flush.

Washlet control panel
Operation is also possible 
using the buttons on the 
Washlet control panel.

[PERSONAL SETTING LOCK 1] / [PERSONAL SETTING LOCK 2]
You can store your preferred wand position, water pressure and water temperature 
settings.

To store a setting
While cleansing is in progress, set your preferred wand position, water pressure, 
and water temperature, and then press and hold [USER 1] or [USER 2] for 
2 seconds or longer.
To use
After [USER 1] or [USER 2] is pressed, please push the button used for cleaning.

[LID OPEN/CLOSE] : 
Opens and closes the lid.

[SEAT OPEN/CLOSE] : 
Opens and closes the toilet seat.

[REAR CLEANSING] (Push the top side) : Cleanses your rear.
[REAR SOFT] (Push the bottom side) : Cleanses your rear with a gentle water flow.

[FRONT CLEANSING] (Push the top side) : Serves as a bidet for women.
[WIDE] (Push the bottom side) : Cleanses a wider area with the bidet.

[STOP] : 
Stops the operation.
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The Washlet detects time periods with infrequent use and lowers the toilet 
seat temperature automatically.

Auto energy-saver takes about 10 days to detect time periods in which 
the toilet seat is never or infrequently used.

Press [AUTO].

To stop auto energy-saver

Press [AUTO] again.

Energy-Saver Features
Auto energy-saver

Timer energy-saver

Hanger

Remote control

Example: To save energy from 1 am to 7 am (for 6 hours)

Temperature Adjustment
Temperatures of “SEAT”, “WATER” and “DRYER” 
can be changed.

AUTO FLUSH

As you move away from the 
bowl, toilet is flushed 
automatically.

AUTO 
OPEN/CLOSE

The lid opens and closes 
automatically by detecting the 
user.
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Select the temperature level.

Press the button you want to adjust.

Temperature adjustment Temperature feature selection
When the desired time for saving energy is set, the heater is turned off 
automatically every day at this time.

You can set to 3, 6, or 9 hours.

At 1am, press [TIMER] repeatedly until “6” is displayed.

How to fully utilize the Washlet
See Instruction Manual for details.

Remove the remote 
control from the hanger 
to configure settings.


